
Green Group Kindergarten , Weekly Reflection 

Term 3, Week 4, August 2nd—4th August ,2022. 

Welcome Back to Term 3. WEEK 4. 

This week Jenny was absent and Jennifer and Mini looked after the children and their program.  This week we enquired about EARTH.  The 

Planet song was welcomed  and children made their own Earth painting the colours  to depict, water, land and cloud or air mass. We live on it 

and we should take care of it. It is the 3rd planet closet to the Sun and we can breathe on it.  

We continued with our positional and directional skills and  managed to complete Up, Down, Right and Left Arrows matching the colour to 

the direction. We had new space puzzles and put out some space place mats with the playdoh.  

WORD WALL-  We know  SAFE ,STOP , SOLAR SYSTEM ,SUN , SUPER HERO, SPACE, SING, STRONG and STAR. Our new S words  are SNAKE 

and SAUSAGE and SPECIAL AND SATURN LASTLY ADDED.  Using  memory skills and sounding out familiar sight words helps  the children 

use  vocabulary, communication and reading skills.  

At morning meeting, Annabelle spoke well sharing her Puppy tales with everyone and showing how she wrote  in the book. Louis also was 

keen to show his pictures about Penguin. Both children answered their peers and were able to speak clearly about their adventures.  

We began  our special gift (SHH!)  and Layla and Raff were selected to take Puppy and Penguin home next. We also  had a discussion about 

the Commonwealth Games prompting children to design their own 1st, 2nd and 3rd Medals. Mini took the music session with the clown 

props  while Raff shared his  playing skills on the piano for us.  

Looking forward to learning more about Saturn next week, re-enacting the well known Fables-  3 little pigs and Goldilocks and the three bears 

and more fun story book characters. We will have  school visits, park excursions, more public speaking ,book week ideas, and being involved 

and discussing Glass  properties for Science week.  Thanks for another great learning week, everyone.  

Links to the National Quality Framework Area 1 .Educational Program and Practice and TRCC Philosophy .  


